LINE WIRE BOBBINS ‘THE REEL WIRE’
SPECIFICATION SHEET

High tensile line wire on handy to use bobbins. These will give you a high strength fence/support wire with minimal maintenance.

A smooth heavily galvanised wire, which features single-strand design that allows it to be used for cost efficient fencing for numerous applications. With minimal appearance it is ideally suited to sensitive areas where visibility is kept to a minimum.

Ideal for permanent electric fencing, plant support, simple line wire fencing systems, ideal for flood areas (allows debris to flow through). An effective demarcation or guide line.

Supplied in ‘The Reel Wire’ bobbins for easier handling in two gauges and lengths or also available in 25kg coils in various gauges and tensile strengths.

Standard high tensile wire on Bobbin handy reels -

• 2.50mm wire gauge is sold in 600m coil length - Code: F2141

• 3.15mm wire gauge is sold in 400m coil length - Code: F2144

• Bobbin size - 260mm dia x 200mm deep

• Easy to handle and carry reels

• Tensile strength : 1235 -1390 (N/mm2)

• Coating weight : min 240g/m2

• Wire diameter tolerance : +/-0.04(mm)

• Heavily galvanised to BSEN 10244-2 Class A